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Who you are
field technicians

M210 Label Printer  
Shiny new name. Same trusted experience. Now with more materials and pre-sized labels to 
take on your toughest on-site labeling challenges to get the job done right — and done quickly. 
With smart automatic formatting, all you need to do is drop in a label cartridge, type and print.

 CONTRACTOR SERIES 

Unique features
	O Auto-format labels with 11 pre-loaded application design guides for 

rapid and accurate label creation 

	O Military-grade shock and vibration resistance per  
MIL-STD-810G Method 5.16.6 SA4.6.5 — drop tested to  
withstand the roughest job sites

	O Easy-to-access hot keys and menus for fast label creation,  
on-board symbols and the ability to store 12 label files up to 2MB

	O Ability to create UPC, DataMatrix, and QR Codes

	O Onboard label material gauge that tracks the amount of material left 
in the cartridge

	O 90+ compatible easy-to-load cartridges with continuous and pre-
sized label widths between 0.25 (6.4 mm) to 0.75 (19.1 mm) inches

Label output
Speed:  Prints up to 100 labels / day at 0.40 inches (10.2 mm) per second 

Quality: 203 dpi print resolution

Optional accessories
	O Multi-functional tool that  

includes a heavy-duty magnet, 
retractable stand and flashlight

	O Attachable magnet for  
hands-free label creation

	O Rechargeable Li-Ion  
battery pack

	O Hard and soft carrying cases 
to protect your label printer and 
keep accessories organized

Available kits 
Printer with accessory kit

Top applications

General identification
Directional marking, 
equipment labeling

DataCom

Self-lam, flag labels,  
patch-panel, face plate 
labeling

Wire and cable

Sleeves, self-lam, wire 
wraps, flag labels,  
cable markers

A1234

Electrical

Sleeves, self-lam, wire 
wraps, cable markers, flag 
and raised panel

Lean / 5S

Rack, gauge, part  
bin labeling

#1003

#2004

#2003
#2004

#2004

As a contractor, you’ve got dependability in mind, so you need a 
printer that’s tough and works quickly – all at a great value. Choose 
from three models with convenient features to fit your fast pace.


